
START SIGNING DIGITALLY - FOR FREE! 

ABOUT NETRUST
Netrust is Asia’s first public Certificate Authority (CA) and Singapore’s only commercial IMDA-accredited CA. 
Established in 1997, it has been providing digital ID certificates widely used for secure authentication, secure 
VPN, secure email, digital signing and other applications. Private sector companies and Government agencies 
such as Building and Construction Authority, Singapore Land Authority and Land Transport Authority employ 
Netrust’s PKI solution in their environment to enhance security and convenience, and to safely complete their 
electronic transactions on the Internet.

nSignSG uses signing certificates issued by the National Certification 
Authority. Signatures made using Sign with Singpass are regarded as 
Secure Electronic Signatures (SES) under Singapore’s Electronic 
Transactions Act.
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START YOUR DIGITAL SIGNING JOURNEY TODAY!
Netrust is a leading Digital Signing Application Provider (DSAP) who 
has been working with multiple public agencies and private sector 
companies to integrate Sign with Singpass into their organisations.

nSignSG is a web-based platform that allows anyone to easily access Sign with Singpass to sign documents 
digitally using their Singpass app. No registrations or setup needed. It is simple to use and offers real-time 
signing. Netrust is making this service free with the purpose of increasing adoption of digital signatures in 
Singapore to support the government’s National Digital Identity (NDI) Smart Nation strategic national project.

When a person uses nSignSG to digitally sign documents with his/her Singpass app, the signing certificate 
generates a digital signature on the electronic document. This results in a document with a digital signatu-
re that is cryptographically linked to the signer. This digital signature provides a high level of assurance on 
the authenticity and integrity of the signed documents.
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